
WRITING A CHANGE OF RATER NCOER

Correct? or is there an NCO CHANGE OF RATER? my old or new platoon an answer that I already spelled out in
written form per regulation.

DAPAM provides a listing of the box check interpretations. A: Unfortunately, the NCO has no other recourse
at this point. Another common issue has to do with indenting the second line of a two-line bullet comment.
Extended months can be any amount between 3 and 12 but no more. However, the appeal was denied. For
officers, every day has to be accounted for, for NCOs there is no specific information about it. I spoke to
EREC about this also and they cited a recent example where another NCO submitted an appeal after the
statute of limitations and it was returned without action. Q: Currently, many of our senior leaders in the
company are in debate over the acceptability of certain Senior Rater Comments and I solicit your leadership
and guidance in this matter. If the command is concerned about the validity of the profile issued, I recommend
contacting the medical authorities for follow-up and clarification. Wrong reason code. Therefore, the first
letter of the first word should NOT be capitalized. Sometimes rating officials have certain biases and
prejudices towards soldiers with profiles. A lot of PSBs ask for the dates to be left blank so they the PSB folks
can ensure the dates are in sequence and not before the authorized signature date. Instead of writing the bullet
at the top of the box just under the APFT data, I would like to skip a few spaces and center the bullet in the
box. A: NO!! Is this a legal comment? A: YES. That should also be a change of rater. Q: An NCO has two
excellence and three success blocks checked on the evaluation. A: The quick answer is no. However, you
should also indicate in the remarks that he was unable to take the retest due to temporary profile. Sometimes it
is the same as the duty MOS but in many cases it is not. For example, I wish to place just one bullet in part
IVc. From 6 May through 30 July, both dates inclusive, it is only 86 days. However, often you will encounter
rating officials such as in your case who refuse to change the bullet comments to delete personal pronouns.
Computing from May to July is three months so the report was submitted and processed. If that is not the case,
you need to get it resolved. It will reflect one month of nonrated time for lack of rater qualification May 01 ;
three months of nonrated time for school â€” covered by AER Jun-Aug ; and one month of nonrated time for
intransit Sep  Also, can you clarify the use of capitalization in the bullet comments? You repeating a bullet
that someone in a completely different rating chain included on the last report is not a problem or issue. The
next regulation will make these requirements for NCOER slightly more generic but until then the current rules
stand. Is there any direct link I can go to for this? Such profiles, temporary and permanent, are having a
negative effect on readiness and unit Esprit de Corps.


